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Cloud-based
email protection
Vade Secure Cloud is a fully-customizable, continuously-updated email protection solution. It was designed
to achieve significant improvements in security and user experience, offering instant protection against
spam, scam, phishing and malware, and non-priority email messages such as newsletters and advertising.

EMAIL SECURITY:
A PRIORITY FOR IT MANAGERS
Email has become the most common way of distributing
ransomware and launching other forms of cyberattack, and while

24/7 Email Protection
SLA 99,99% - GTR 1h
Easy deployment

spam used to be regarded as a nuisance, it is now a genuine threat.
Vade Secure Cloud takes moments to install, and involves no service
interruption. Migrating your email messages to Vade Secure’s cloudbased platform gives you total security and puts you in control of
your email.

SECURE, HIGH-PERFORMANCE MESSAGING
Total email protection
Protects against all form of email-based attack, including malware, phishing, spearphishing, domain
hijacking and reputation management.
Detects and classifies non-priority emails, with an automatic one-click unsubscribe feature.
Incoming & Outgoing Email Filtering
Junk emails are blocked to keep your IPs clean while the dashboard let you identify Botnet infection.
State-of-the-art predictive filtering
Multilayer analysis and filtering of communication protocols and content.
Detects and blocks attacks before they spread, including known and unknown malware and polymorphic
attacks.
Continuous protection
The filter is updated every few minutes for maximum security. New functions and services are automatically updated in the cloud.
Guaranteed continuity of service and high availability.
Your data is saved and protected in the cloud. Vade Secure Cloud’s service-level agreement guarantee
includes 24/7, 99.99% availability, a one-hour support response, and five days’ SMTP retention in case
your network goes down.
PREMIUM, 24/7 telephone SUPPORT
Premium 24/7 telephone support for all customers.
Manage support tickets online or by email with our experts.

BETTER FOR IT TEAM, BEST FOR EMPLOYEES
Immediate implementation and protection - This cloud-based solution
comes preconfigured, providing immediate protection against all emailborne threats.

PREDICTIVE DEFENSE:

Attacks blocked from the
first email

Employee productivity - Improves user productivity by classifying nonpriority email such as advertising, newsletters and social network. The
personal quarantine gives the option to deliver into your inbox, if necessary.

The filter, which is the result of extensive

Reduced administration time - Powerful, intuitive management console.
No planned backups or updates required, as these are done by the cloud
platform.

and artificial intelligence to analyze the

Self-learning mode - New users’ inboxes are automatically added and
configured the first time they receive a legitimate email message.

It is automatically updated in real time,

Real-time attack reporting - Real-time overview of attack attempts and
valid, suspect and rejected messages.
A la carte cloud service – Billed annually based on the number of
protected mailboxes - capacity can be adapted to changing needs.

research by Vade Secure, uses a heuristic
approach that combines machine learning
behavior of each email message.

based on day-to-day analysis of billions of
items of email data. These technologies
provide predictive protection against
known and unknown threats, including
polymorphic malware.

Lower costs - No infrastructure or maintenance costs.

EMAIL PLATFORMS SUPPORTED
Regardless of the email client you use, Vade Secure Cloud is compatible with
Exchange, Office 365, GSuite, Zimbra, and all other webmail platforms.
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